If you know the character of Obama his next step is obvious. After he goes after the 401K's & IRA'S, it is a given what he will do. Back to his campaign mode for 2016 & building his Muslim voting base in this country for that election. Gaining the Muslim vote will cause him to comply to what Agha Saeed with the American Muslim Alliance & the soldiering group, American Muslim Taskforce aspire to regarding their agenda.. Saeed said that he, as the representative of the American Muslim Alliance & the American Muslim Taskforce, wants a Muslim president in the year 2020.

Anwar Sufi with the Muslim Advocacy & Mohammed Fadel with the NAML (National Association of Muslim Lawyers) want Obama to change the laws for them. What they want started back in 2010, for Obama to change the charity laws. They want to give as much money as they can to Muslim charities without federal scrutiny. Will Obama change the laws to accommodate them? He will do so under the radar like he did
when he gave an exemption to all Muslims regarding the individual mandates as they apply to HR 3962, ObamaCare.

It doesn’t stop there! When Obama tries to gain a third term, his level of destruction will be relentless in transforming our Nation into his style of hope & change that will be unrecognizable to every American that believes in God, The Constitution, family values, & moral integrity!

The Next Step is ongoing in a constant battle to discredit our history, tradition, & the sacrifices made by our military in upholding the freedoms we enjoy today. We cannot let those that sacrificed their lives for our countries principles be forgotten!

There are many levels that Obama & his miscreants will take in overthrowing our government. He wants transformation that exhibits Muslim views tempered with Socialism. What he calls “social justice” has already been established in the Constitution & our Bill of Rights.

So what is the reason for his wanting to transform our Nation? This is seen in everything Obama does. He exhibits a hatred for our country & our Christian values. When we examine his appointments, speeches, & statements, we realize his true attitude is not based on fact & reality!

Obama stated on Meet The Press, September 7, 2008, when he said, “I don't want to be perceived as taking sides." If a president can’t take a side in defending our Nation & American
values, then what does that say about his character & his ability to govern as President? He further stated "We should consider to reinvent our National Anthem as well as to redesign our Flag to better offer our enemies hope and love." “It's my intention, if elected, to disarm America to the level of acceptance to our Middle East Brethren.”

Does this sound like a person that respects our country? This shows that his leadership capability will create a path of destruction for The United States of America!

Examining his belief structure & his deep convictions gives us a picture that further supports the previous statements. On June 4, 2009, Obama said, “I have known Islam on three continents before coming to the region where it was first revealed. That experience guides my conviction that partnership between America and Islam must be based on what Islam is, not what it isn't. And I consider it part of my responsibility as President of the United States to fight against negative stereotypes of Islam wherever they appear.” This statement falls in line with the intent of where Obama places his allegiance. In his book published in 2006, Audacity of Hope, on page 261, Obama stated, “When the political winds shift & things get ugly, I will side with the Muslims.”

Evidently, what guides a persons conviction also establishes their agenda. Examining his words what Islam is & what it isn’t. What it is! It has Hadds that are punishments comprised, not in their “Religion Of Peace, but their “Culture of Death.” These Hadds range from decapitations, stonings,
amputations, killings of family members, & driving a truck over a seven year old boys arm. All of these actions qualify under Crimes Against Humanity! In the Koran there is nothing that relates to mercy, or compassion. Islam is an example of a continued negative culture. Obama trying to defend this culture is truly the example of false truth backward thinking.

What the “Culture of Death” isn’t is merciful, compassionate; nor does it uphold standards of human dignity. It is not Obama’s responsibility to defend our enemy as he stated, he wants to defend negative stereotypes about Islam. Islam believes that slavery is a social aspect & is part of Islam. The Arab ideology is that slavery is considered an act of charity. They feel that abuse and torture are a "God-given right" for Arabs. Wherever you have slavery there is racism! Supporting this statement is a quote by Sheik Saleh Al-Fawzan, he says, "Slavery is a part of Islam."

Now that we have background on this aspect we can go forward & look at Obama’s Next Steps. It will involve John Brennan being nominated by Barack Obama to be director of the CIA, January 7, 2013. Mr. Brennan speaks fluent Arabic. He converted to Islam while attending Cairo university.

When John Brennan was the Terrorism Czar he had only one policy. The policy was to disband the United States military. In the future there will be signs of changing our military structure. As Obama stated, “It's my intention, if elected, to disarm America to the level of acceptance to our Middle East Brethren.” Obama’s level of acceptance for disarming would
remove us from the world stage as being a super power that has always stood for freedom throughout the world. Everyone understands how this disarming process would leave us vulnerable to attacks by our enemy.

The domino effect of this action would mean more defense cuts. The money for the cuts would automatically go into the ObamaCare “train wreck” attempting to pay for something that will never be paid in full.

Coupled with these facts, Obama will increase the rolls of welfare for illegal immigrants that are here now & those to come. If Obama can create enough of an overload in all areas of our culture he would claim that another source of financial control needs to exist. Can you guess what that would be?

The Next Steps will, of course take time. This is why Obama will attempt to run for a third term. If he is successful in a third term it will take him up to 2020. If he should maintain the office at 2020, he will be president for life which will be death for our Nation!